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Abstract
Speech perception depends on the ability to rapidly accommodate considerable variability in speech rate. We present results
from two eye-tracking experiments indicating that listeners use
context speech rate to generate, maintain, and update probabilistic hypotheses about the timing and number of constituents
in upcoming speech. Participants heard utterances containing
polysyllabic nouns preceded by indefinite articles and followed
by [s]-initial words (e.g. ...saw a raccoon slowly...). We altered
the speech rate of the indefinite article and of the [s] with respect to surrounding context, manipulating the likelihood that
the item would be perceived as singular (a raccoon) vs. plural (raccoons). Shorter indefinite articles elicited higher proportions of fixations to plural target pictures than longer articles both before and after the processing of [s], demonstrating
that listeners made rapid use of prosodic cues to the presence
or absence of the article. Importantly, fixations were also influenced by the duration of [s] relative to context speech rate.
These findings suggest that listeners maintain and update provisional speech-rate hypotheses across multiple morphophonemic
units. We interpret these results with respect to probabilistic approaches to spoken language understanding.
Index Terms: perception of prosody, speech rate, expectations,
eye movements, language comprehension

1. Introduction
The realization of prosodic information in speech, such as pitch
accents, speech tempo, and other intonational features, is highly
variable (e.g. [1], [2], [3]). This variability poses numerous
challenges for spoken language processing. For example, the
realization of temporal speech cues like voice onset time depends on an individual’s overall speech rate. Comprehension
therefore crucially depends on the ability of listeners to interpret prosodic cues and rate-dependent speech cues with respect
to surrounding context (e.g. [4], [5], [6]). A comprehensive understanding of the role of prosody in spoken language comprehension requires an explanation of how listeners accommodate
contextual information during real-time processing.
In this paper we explore a possible explanation for how
listeners interpret prosody in context based on emerging dataexplanation approaches to perception and cognition. Dataexplanation approaches posit a central role for generative processes within perceptual systems that give rise to probabilistic
expectations about incoming sensory input based on high-level
representations and contextual information (e.g. [7], [8]). During speech perception, we hypothesize that listeners continuously make and update inferences about the source of the speech

signal (i.e. the communicative intention of the speaker) by comparing internally generated probabilistic expectations about the
acoustic realization of the speech signal to the actual speech signal as it unfolds. This provides a potential explanatory framework for the integration of multiple distinct and temporally distributed constraints during spoken language processing [9]. Particularly compelling from this perspective are so-called distal
prosody effects [10], [11]. For example, manipulating pitch and
timing patterns across utterance material several syllables before a temporarily ambiguous word (e.g. panda, which can initially be interpreted as pan) influences the time course of lexical
competition, even when the prosodic characteristics of the target word itself are unaltered [12], [13]. These findings suggest
that listeners develop expectations based on prosodic patterns in
speech that extend across a relatively wide window.
The data-explanation framework provides a potential explanation for how expectations based on preceding prosody are
mapped onto the acoustic-phonetic properties of the unfolding
speech signal. It also makes the prediction that listeners continuously update their provisional hypotheses about the source of
the speech signal on the basis of additional downstream information. The present study investigates this prediction by capitalizing on effects of context speech rate on the number of words
that are perceived within a stretch of speech [11]. Compressing
the speech rate of portions of an utterance surrounding a highly
coarticulated word (e.g. the underlined segments surrounding
the determiner “a” in The Smiths wouldn’t buy a Butterball...)
reduces the likelihood that listeners report hearing this word.
Likewise, when the word in question is not present in the signal
(e.g. buy Butterball...), slowing down the segments surrounding
its potential location makes listeners more likely to perceive the
word within the slow portion of speech.
In the present study, we investigate whether and how listeners maintain and update provisional prosodic percepts based on
downstream cues, by manipulating the relative speech rate of
multiple temporally-distributed cues to the plurality of a noun
phrase – the presence or absence of the indefinite determiner a
before the noun and of the plural marker –s following the noun.
Our experiments use the visual world paradigm to examine listeners’ eye movements to pictures depicting singular and plural
versions of the target noun phrase, providing an index of the
time course of interpretation [14], [15]. The goals of this work
were to determine (a) whether and how listeners combine multiple temporally distributed prosodic cues to the plurality of a referring expression; and (b) whether the time course of prosodic
cue integration is consistent with the hypothesis that listeners
rapidly update their previous prosodic expectations and provisional percepts in light of downstream information.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the distal /s/ speech rate manipulation
in Experiment 1: (a) Example stimulus sentence; (b) 86% determiner, 95% distal /s/; (c) 86% determiner, 75% distal /s/; (d)
86% determiner, 65% distal /s/. Boxes indicate the position and
duration of determiner and /s/ regions, respectively.

recorded using a head-mounted SR Research EyeLink II system
sampling at 250 Hz, with drift correction procedures performed
following every fifth trial.
Two lists were created by pseudo-randomizing trial order
and rotating picture positions 180 degrees. An additional set
of two lists was created by reversing the order of these lists.
An equal number of critical items in each list were assigned
to each of the nine pairings of determiner condition and distal
speech rate condition. The assignment of items to conditions
was counterbalanced across participants. All lists started with
six filler items to ensure that participants were familiar with the
task prior to encountering critical items.
2.1.4. Analyses

2. Experiment 1
2.1. Methods
2.1.1. Participants
We recruited 36 students from the University of Rochester to
participate in Experiment 1. All participants were native speakers of American English and had normal hearing and normal or
corrected-to-normal visual acuity.
2.1.2. Materials
The stimuli were 54 grammatical declarative sentences containing a highly imageable singular noun phrase (e.g. a raccoon)
followed by a word starting with an /s/ (e.g. Fig. 1a). Recordings of these sentences were elicited from 12 speakers. These
speakers also recorded 81 filler items whose target nouns were
equally likely to be singular or plural and whose number was
unambiguous (e.g. those bathrobes). We selected one token of
each item for use in the experiment, consisting of 4-5 critical
item tokens and 6-7 filler item tokens from each speaker. Critical item tokens were selected such that they had a relatively
high degree of coarticulation on the indefinite determiner “a”
and continuous articulation of the target word and the following
/s/, such that the presence or absence of the plural marker –s
was not clearly signaled.
Stimuli were manipulated in two ways (Fig. 1b-d). First,
the speech rate of the region consisting of the determiner and
the segments immediately surrounding it (determiner region)
was compressed to 92%, 86%, or 78% of its original rate. Then,
we compressed the speech rate of utterance context preceding
and following the segments surrounding the /s/ following the
target word (/s/ region), such that it was 95%, 75%, or 65% of
its original rate. The absolute physical duration of the /s/ region
remained the same across conditions, but its speech rate relative to surrounding context increased with successive levels of
context speech rate compression. Levels of each manipulation
were selected based on norming data. The global speech rate of
filler items was manipulated such that equal numbers of items
were compressed to 95%, 75%, or 65% of their original rate.
2.1.3. Procedure
On each trial, participants were presented with a computer
screen containing a four-picture visual display. The display
contained singular and plural versions of the target word and
of a distractor picture. Each participant heard a single version
of each item over Sennheiser HD 570 headphones after 500 ms
of display preview. Their task was to click on the picture that
they heard referred to in each sentence. Eye movements were

Response choices and fixations were analyzed separately. Data
from trials on which the participant incorrectly selected one of
the two distractor pictures (less than 0.5% of trials) were excluded. Selections of singular vs. plural target pictures were analyzed using multilevel logistic regression. Proportions of fixations to singular and plural target pictures on each trial were
averaged across two windows of interest: (a) an early window
400 ms in duration (the mean duration of the target word), starting 200 ms before and ending 200 ms after the onset of the
/s/; and (b) a late window between 200–1000 ms following the
onset of the /s/. Both windows were selected to take into account a 200 ms delay for programming and executing fixations.
Mean proportions of fixations to the plural target picture were
divided by the mean propotion of fixations to both target pictures to calculate a plural target advantage ratio across each
window for each trial, which was transformed using the empirical logit function [16], [17]. Plural target advantage ratios were
analyzed using linear regression. The significance of predictors in the linear regression models was estimated by assuming
convergence of the t distribution with the z distribution [18].
Models were computed using the lme4 package in R (version
2.15.0) [19], [20]. All regression models had determiner speech
rate, distal speech rate, and their interactions as fixed effects,
and full random effects structure except as noted due to lack of
convergence [21]. Factors were contrast coded with the least
rate-manipulated level set as the reference level (i.e. 92% determiner, 95% distal /s/). Model comparison procedures were
used to remove fixed effects that did not contribute significantly
to model fit according to the likelihood ratio test [18].
2.2. Predictions
We predicted that compressing determiner speech rate would
result in increased selections of plural target pictures and higher
plural target advantage ratios in both the early and late windows,
replicating early effects of relative speech rate on spoken language processing observed in previous work [22]. Importantly,
we predicted that compressing speech rate of material distal to
the /s/ (effectively slowing down the speech rate of /s/ relative
to surrounding context) would also result in increased plural target picture choices and proportions of fixations to plural target
pictures following the onset of /s/.
2.3. Results and discussion
2.3.1. Picture choices
Participants’ response choices were consistent with our predictions (Fig. 2). The multilevel logistic regression model of response choices confirmed that participants were more likely to
select plural target pictures when the determiner had a faster
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Figure 3: Proportions of fixations in Experiment 1, by determiner (top) and distal /s/ (bottom) conditions. Superimposed
2.3.2. Proportions of fixations
shapes depict early and late analysis windows.
Figure 3 shows fixations to plural and singular target pictures
over time with respect to the onset of the /s/. Analysis of plural
instead attributable to the absolute duration of the determiner.
target advantage ratios across this window revealed early efThe determiner is compressed first as part of the determiner refects of determiner speech rate on fixation proportions (Fig. 3,
gion manipulation, and then as part of the distal /s/ speech rate
top). More compressed determiners were associated with more
manipulation (which involves compressing all material distal to
looks to plural target pictures and fewer looks to singular tar/s/, including the determiner). The absolute duration of the deget pictures, compared to less compressed determiners (β=0.11,
terminer therefore covaries with the relative speech rate of the
t=1.92, pest =.055). This finding replicates early effects of
/s/. For example, in the 86% determiner speech rate condition,
speech rate on determiner perception previously observed in rethe absolute duration of the determiner is in fact 82% of its inilated work and suggests that effects of speech rate manipulation
tial duration in the slowest distal speech rate condition and 56%
on the perception of short words have a locus in perceptual exin the fastest (cf. Fig. 1b-d). It is therefore possible that apparent
pectations [22]. Effects of determiner speech rate persisted into
effects of the speech rate of /s/ relative to surrounding context
the late analysis window (β=.13, t=3.97, pest <.0001).
could instead have resulted from effects of distal speech rate
The distal /s/ speech rate manipulation also exhibited the
compression on the absolute duration of the determiner. These
predicted effects within the late analysis window, during and
possibilities cannot be distinguished on the basis of the time
following the processing of the /s/ (Fig. 3, bottom)1 . Plural tarcourse data, because of the overall effects of speech rate comget advantage ratios were highest when the /s/ was surrounded
pression on fixations prior to the onset of the target noun phrase.
by the most compressed speech, and therefore had a slower
To address this potential confound, we conducted a second
speech rate than the utterance context, than when the /s/ was survisual world experiment in which we manipulated the speech
rounded by relatively slow speech (β=.17, t=3.61, pest <.0005).
rate of the /s/ by slowing down the /s/ region itself, rather than
These results suggest that determiner perception is influby compressing surrounding context. This proximal /s/ speech
enced by prosodic information influencing whether the /s/ mulrate manipulation had no effect on the absolute duration of the
tiple syllables downstream is perceived as containing the plural
determiner. Thus, if the effects that we observed in Experiment
morpheme –s. However, it is also possible that these effects are
1 were merely attributable to effects of the distal speech rate ma1 We also found marginally significant effects of the distal /s/ speech
nipulation on the absolute duration of the determiner, we would
not expect to observe effects of the proximal /s/ speech rate marate manipulation on fixations within the early window (i.e. before the
processing of the /s/; β=.10, t=1.74, pest =.082). Post-hoc analyses renipulation on picture choices or fixations to singular or plural
vealed that the logit-transformed sum of fixations to both target pictures
pictures. If, however, the effects found in Experiment 1 were
differed as a function of distal speech rate condition (β=-0.17, t=-3.89,
due to the speech rate of the /s/ relative to surrounding context,
pest <.0005). Increased compression of the utterance context was aswe would expect to see effects of the proximal /s/ manipulation
sociated with lower proportions of fixations to target pictures within the
that are similar to those that we observed in Experiment 1.
early analysis window, because the analysis window was time-locked

to the onset of the /s/. It is therefore likely that these effects of distal /s/
speech rate manipulation on pre-/s/ fixations are merely attributable to
information about the target word becoming available at different times
and different rates. Importantly, because the baseline effects observed
in the early analysis window were in the opposite direction of the predicted effects of distal speech rate following the onset of the /s/, they
did not complicate interpretation of effects in the later analysis window.

3. Experiment 2
3.1. Methods
Participants were 36 University of Rochester students meeting
the same criteria as for Experiment 1. In addition, the experi-

ment setup, stimulus lists, data collection, and analysis procedures were the same as in Experiment 1.
We used the recordings from Experiment 1 to create the
stimuli for Experiment 2. The determiner manipulation was
the same as in Experiment 1. However, instead of manipulating the relative speech rate of /s/ by compressing the speech
rate of material surrounding the /s/ region, we instead manipulated the /s/ region directly by slowing its speech rate to 110%,
150%, or 170% of its original rate. Following this proximal /s/
speech rate manipulation, all critical and filler items were globally compressed to 85% of their original duration, to maintain
similarity with Experiment 1 in terms of global stimulus characteristics and overall experiment duration.
3.2. Results and discussion
3.2.1. Picture choices
The multilevel logistic regression model of response choices.
Participants again selected plural target pictures more frequently when the determiner region had a faster speech rate
(65% in the fastest condition compared to 46% in the slowest
condition; β=1.43, z=6.86, p<.0001). Crucially, the speech
rate of /s/ also influenced response choices in the predicted direction, such that participants were more likely to select plural
pictures when the /s/ region had a slower speech rate (62% plural responses in the slowest condition compared to 43% in the
fastest condition; β=1.48, z=8.76, p<.0001). This suggests that
the effects of the speech rate of /s/ relative to surrounding context influenced listeners’ judgments in both experiments, rather
than simply the absolute duration of the determiner.
3.2.2. Proportions of fixations
The multilevel linear regression of plural target advantage ratios
in the early analysis window indicated no significant effects of
determiner or /s/ speech rate manipulation. The determiner manipulation used in these experiments was subtle relative to manipulations used in previous related work, in which early effects
of determiner speech rate were reliably observed (Brown et al.,
2012). Previous work also used a multi-word target expression, providing a larger window of analysis with more statistical power. Although the manipulation we used in the present
experiments elicited robust effects in response choices and in
overall fixation behavior, it is possible that it was nevertheless
too subtle to elicit large enough effects to be reliably observed
immediately after the processing of the determiner, even though
numerical trends in the predicted direction emerged within this
window. In addition, other factors such as a lack of variation
in the global speech rate of filler items may have contributed
to subtle differences in time course and/or magnitude of effects
across experiments.
Crucially, however, analysis of plural target advantage ratios during the late analysis window revealed significant effects
of not only determiner but also /s/ speech rate. As predicted,
more compressed determiners were associated with higher plural target advantage ratios (i.e. more fixations to plural pictures
and fewer to singular pictures; β=.28, t=5.80, pest <.0001). In
addition, plural target advantage ratios were higher when the
speech rate across the /s/ region was the slowest (β=.21, t=4.33,
pest <.0001). This finding, together with the significant effect
of /s/ speech rate on picture choices, indicates that the effects
of Experiment 1 cannot be explained merely on the basis of the
absolute duration of the determiner across different levels of the
distal /s/ speech rate manipulation. Eliminating this confound

provides stronger evidence that the interpretation of function
words can be modulated by information encountered considerably later in the utterance.

4. Discussion
Our results provide evidence that listeners combine multiple
temporally distributed prosodic cues to the plurality of a referring expression during real-time spoken language comprehension. Prosodically conditioned percepts of short words like
determiners can be influenced by congruent or conflicting information in the speech signal that occurs substantially downstream. These findings suggest that listeners maintain and update provisional hypotheses about previously encountered material across multiple morphophonemic units.
Our findings are closely aligned with recent work demonstrating that language processing is influenced by information
spanning a wider temporal integration window than standardly
assumed [23], [24], [25]. For example, when listeners hear a target word leash in a sentence context, lexical competition with
leaves is stronger when the target word follows the verb shakes
(whose rhyme rakes is semantically related to leaves) than when
it follows the verb rattles [23]. This suggests that residual uncertainty about the perceived verb influences lexical competition effects several syllables downstream.
The present work further demonstrates that these “rightcontext” effects also extend to uncertainty about the timing and
number of constituents in preceding speech, based on preceding prosodic information. These findings are difficult to explain
with respect to traditional feed-forward models of spoken language comprehension that assume that listeners map acoustic
patterns onto more abstract representations (e.g. words and morphemes) prior to interpreting the perceived representations with
respect to sentence- and discourse-level context. Rather, our
results suggest that listeners maintain and update probabilistic
inferences about speakers’ intended meaning (such as the intention to produce a singular or plural construction) based on
available prosodic information across a relatively wide window.

5. Conclusions
Prosody influences spoken language processing in a gradient, probabilistic fashion. Further, prosodically-conditioned
percepts are maintained and updated across multiple morphophonemic units. These findings are most naturally explained
within a probabilistic data-explanation account of spoken language processing, involving probabilistic inference about the
communicative intentions that give rise to the acoustic realization of an utterance. These inferences inform fine-grained probabilistic expectations about how aspects of lexical alternatives
will be realized in context. They can be also updated in light of
subsequent information encountered in the unfolding utterance.
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